
Unforgettable honeymoons, tailor-made just for you. 

I talian Old World RomanceI talian Old World Romance
There’s nowhere in the world that says  

romance quite like Italy.
Sip a glass of ruby-red Chianti on a terrace overlooking the Tuscan 

countryside • Stroll hand-in-hand among some of the world’s greatest 
artistic masterpieces • Steal a kiss on Venice’s romantic Rialto bridge  

Dine by candlelight at a cozy trattoria • Ride a Vespa through the 
streets of Rome • Watch the sun set over the Ponte Vecchio in Florence 

• Leave a love note at Juliet’s balcony in Verona • Lounge by the 
crystal-clear turquoise waters of the Amalfi Coast

Romantic Secrets Await You
You’ll always remember that tiny cafe you 
stumbled upon together, tucked away in a 
hidden alley, where the owners greeted you 
like family. 

Delight in la dolce vita
Italian romance is all about la dolce vita - the 
sweet life. It’s the gelato you share outside 
the Colosseum, the sea breeze off the 
Mediterranean, a limoncello enjoyed under the 
stars in Sorrento.   
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Unforgettable honeymoons, tailor-made just for you. 

Greece: Mediterranean SunGreece: Mediterranean Sun
Be swept away by Greece’s  

irresistible charm.

Soak up the sun on golden sand beaches • Get lost in the 
cobblestone streets of quaint, whitewashed villages • Go for a 

midnight swim under the moonlight • Savor fresh seafood at a tiny 
taverna overlooking sapphire waters • Let Santorini’s legendary 
sunsets take your breath away • Discover hidden treasures in the 

charming neighborhoods of Athens • Watch the ancient stones of the 
Acropolis turn from white to gold as the sun dips low over the city

Enchantment awaits you
Land of legends and myths, with spectacular 
beauty around every turn, Greece is a 
mix of ancient and modern, rustic and 
sophisticated -- and always unforgettable. 

Savor mezé by the sea
The traditional mezé table of small, savory plates 
is much like Greece itself: a sensational potpourri 
of flavors to sample and relish as you relax and 
laugh, best enjoyed with the one you love most. 
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Unforgettable honeymoons, tailor-made just for you. 

South Africa: Safari AdventureSouth Africa: Safari Adventure
Find passion and adventure in South Africa.

Experience the thrill of spotting lions, rhinos and the rest of the Big Five 
• Taste wine in trendy wine districts like Stellenbosch and Franschoek 
• Get your adrenaline pumping with paragliding, dune buggy drives, 

or skydiving • Enjoy a traditional African Boma dinner and drum show 
under the stars • Get up close to exotic wildlife on a bush walk • Ride a 
cable car to the top of Table Mountain for spectacular views • Gallery-

hop to explore Cape Town’s vibrant art scene

Exhilaration awaits you.
Far from the rest of the world, together 
on the savanna, let your heart run 
wild alongside the cheetah as you 
journey through this thrilling land. From 
breathtaking scenery to electric city life, 
South Africa’s magic is irresistible. 

Ubuntu: I Am Because We Are
The South African philosophy of ubuntu 
shines in the warmth, openness, and diversity 
of its people.  
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Unforgettable honeymoons, tailor-made just for you. 

Costa Rica: Eco-Friendly ParadiseCosta Rica: Eco-Friendly Paradise
Discover natural bliss together.

Stay at an ecolodge nestled deep within the lush rainforest • Relax on 
a pristine white beach • Encounter sleepy sloths and chatty parrots as 
you explore the rich biodiversity of the jungle • Get acquainted with 
sea turtles in Tortuguero • Savor an exquisite meal under the stars, 
serenaded by tiny tree frogs • Zipline through the jungle together • 
Discover stunning waterfalls hidden in the rainforest • Indulge in a 
chocolate tasting and organic wine pairing on a cacao plantation

Natural beauty awaits you.  
Stand together atop a sleeping volcano, 
surrounded by waterfalls thrumming their 
songs, feeling like the only people in the 
world.

Live pura vida
It can mean hello, goodbye, everything’s great, 
but it’s more than that. It’s a way of life. Live 
the pure life, or pura vida, as the Costa Ricans 
do: no worries, no fuss, no stress. Relax and 
enjoy the ride.
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